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Overview of the IssuesOverview of the Issues



HUMAN TRAFFICKINGHUMAN TRAFFICKING

Your Responsibilities



““II’’m a Dental Hygienistm a Dental Hygienist

What does this have to do with 
me??”



Your only knowledge
of Human Trafficking may
come from a Good Movie….



Did you know?Did you know?

 Ohio ranks 5th in the nation for the 
prevalence of human trafficking.

 Toledo Ohio is the 4th largest 
recruitment site for human trafficking in 
the country, and ranks 4th in the nation 
for human trafficking arrests.



OhioOhio
It is estimated by the FBI that 1,078 Ohio children 
are victims of human trafficking every year
Why?
Ohio has both large urban centers and rural counties that 
encompass a large transient and immigration population.  
This makes it difficult for law enforcement and regulatory 
officers to understand and combat the problem.

Ohio’s five major highways are used as a tool for traffickers 
to transport and sell youth and adults among other states 
and the Canadian border.



Our Governor has
made this issue a 
priority in Ohio



GovernorGovernor’’s Task Forces Task Force
 In March of 2012, Governor Kasich signed an executive order to 

form the Ohio Human Trafficking Task Force, consisting of 
various state officials, to develop a program using state 
resources.

 Main focuses of the Task Force were:
 Implementing and increasing awareness training across the 

state.
 Authorizing certain state agencies to direct enforcement efforts to 

combat this problem.
 Focusing state agency support for victims.
 Obtaining and directing funding to support programs.



Human Trafficking is:

The Recruitment, harboring, 
transportation or obtaining 
of a person for labor or 
services, through the use of 
force, fraud, fear or 
coercion.  

The person is then subject 
to involuntary servitude, 
commercial sex acts, forced 
labor, or slavery.  
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Human Trafficking isHuman Trafficking is……..

 …A form of modern day slavery where people 
profit from the control and exploitation of others.

 Victims include children involved in the sex 
trade, adults over age 18 who are coerced or 
deceived into commercial sex acts, and anyone 
forced into different forms of labor or service.

 All these situations involve elements of force, 
fraud or coercion to control victims. 



Types of 
Human Trafficking



Sex TraffickingSex Trafficking



Agricultural Work TraffickingAgricultural Work Trafficking



Factory Labor TraffickingFactory Labor Trafficking

 “Sweatshops”



Restaurant Labor TraffickingRestaurant Labor Trafficking



Domestic Servitude or SlaveryDomestic Servitude or Slavery



SmugglingSmuggling vs. Traffickingvs. Trafficking
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SmugglingSmuggling vs. Traffickingvs. Trafficking

There is a difference:
Smuggling
 Is the illegal crossing of the United States Border.  

Smugglers typically make their money once the person has 
reached or crossed the border, it is then that the 
relationship between smuggler and person ends.

Trafficking
 Is when the seller or a buyer force the person to remain 

under his control after they have entered the country.  



What are the FactsWhat are the Facts……

The following are some current facts and The following are some current facts and 
statistics related to human trafficking in the statistics related to human trafficking in the 
U.S.U.S.

••A majority of victims are A majority of victims are runaways runaways 
••Most victims are Most victims are under age 18under age 18
••Many victims come from Many victims come from abusive or substance abusive or substance 
abusing familiesabusing families
••Some may be illegal aliens but, Some may be illegal aliens but, 84% of Trafficking 84% of Trafficking 
Victims are U.S. CitizensVictims are U.S. Citizens
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Who Promotes/Facilitates Who Promotes/Facilitates 
Human Trafficking?Human Trafficking?
 Organized Crime Networks

 Russian, Ukrainian, Japanese, Chinese or Albanian Mafia

 Street Gangs
 Bloods, Crips or other organized gangs

 People Compelling Prostitution (Pimps)
 Could include massage parlors or other adult entertainment 

establishments

 Family Operations
 Family members being forced into some activity



Who else is involved?Who else is involved?

 Business owners:  Owners who use slave labor 
to run or operate there business, farm or 
restaurant. 

 Buyers:  People who purchase services of the 
victim such as “Johns”
 Buyers can be all ages, ethnicities and represent a variety 

of social and economic backgrounds.  
 “The person next door”



Ohio: Ohio: 
The Research is AstoundingThe Research is Astounding



Trafficking by CityTrafficking by City



BuyersBuyers



Toledo Blade Toledo Blade -- May 27, 2012May 27, 2012

Arrested for Buying Sex:

 Two were 44 years old
 One was 59 years old
 One was 72 years old

 One was a member of the 
Toledo Opera Guild

 One was a businessman
 One was a lawyer
 One was a builder

 The two women, ages 18 and 
28, were sellers



Buyers by CityBuyers by City



Little known factsLittle known facts……..
 Human Trafficking is a billion 

dollar enterprise.
 Criminals have begun 

shifting from trafficking 
narcotics and weapons to 
trafficking humans – drugs 
and guns must be restocked 
in order to make a profit, 
whereas a person is seen as 
a renewal asset that can be 
resold time and time again, 
multiple times in one night.

 In central Ohio, it is 
estimated that 88% of human 
trafficking involves sex 
slavery. 



More factsMore facts……..

 Victims are recruited from a myriad of locations 
such as malls, court houses, schools, social 
media and local hangout spots.

 Teenage girls are rotated amongst highway 
welcome centers, annual events, truck stops, 
hotels, convention centers – places where there 
is a large transitory population and the buyers 
have anonymity.



Sex TraffickingSex Trafficking
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Sex Trafficking vs. Sex Trafficking vs. 
Prostitution Prostitution 

There is a differenceThere is a difference

••ProstitutionProstitution
Laws are in place that prohibit individuals from engaging in Laws are in place that prohibit individuals from engaging in 

prostitution.  This applies to the buyer, seller or person promoprostitution.  This applies to the buyer, seller or person promoting ting 
the activity.  However, These laws apply to people willingly the activity.  However, These laws apply to people willingly 
involved in the activity.involved in the activity.

••TraffickingTrafficking
This is when the seller (prostitute) is not a willing This is when the seller (prostitute) is not a willing 

participant or has been forced into the activity through force, participant or has been forced into the activity through force, threat, threat, 
deception or other coercion.deception or other coercion.

In this case the person we may view as a In this case the person we may view as a ““suspectsuspect””
becomes a victim.becomes a victim.
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Sex Trafficking in OhioSex Trafficking in Ohio

 This is the most common form of Human 
Trafficking in Ohio

 As noted Toledo is a major source city for the 
recruitment of Human Trafficking victims as well 
as the related crimes & activities

 90% of runaway juveniles become involved in the 
sex industry

 88% of identified Human Trafficking Victims were 
involved in sex slavery

 75% are females   



Sex TraffickingSex Trafficking

The recruitment, harboring, transportation, provision, The recruitment, harboring, transportation, provision, 
or obtaining of a person through force, fraud, or or obtaining of a person through force, fraud, or 
coercion, for the purpose of a commercial sex act, coercion, for the purpose of a commercial sex act, or or 
in which the person induced to perform such an act is in which the person induced to perform such an act is 
under 18 years of age. under 18 years of age. 
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Victims Exploited for Sexual PurposesVictims Exploited for Sexual Purposes

 Forced to work long hoursForced to work long hours
 7 days a week7 days a week
 May be locked in rooms or chained to beds May be locked in rooms or chained to beds 

when not workingwhen not working
 Many are purposely made drug addicts so the Many are purposely made drug addicts so the 

trafficker can control them trafficker can control them 
 Are subjected to physical violence and Are subjected to physical violence and 

mental abusemental abuse



How does this happen? How does this happen? 

In most cases the victim is not just abducted off of 
the street.  While these situations can and do occur 
the majority of victims are lured into the situation 
through deception.

Most incidents start off with the victim getting 
involved in a personal or romantic relationship with 
the trafficker.

The trafficker then uses various tactics to trap the 
victim.
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Again, how does this happen?Again, how does this happen?

In order to understand the “how”, 
you also have to understand the victim:

•The majority are female
•Many tend to be under age 18
•Many come from a broken home
•Many come from a substance abuse home
•Many have already suffered some form of abuse
•They may tend to come from low income homes
•Some may have already had dealings with local 
children’s services agencies
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Recruitment Methods Recruitment Methods 
In Public: 

Traffickers entice young victims on playgrounds at the mall 
or on the way to school by providing or promising gifts, a 
better life, or getting them away from a bad home situation.  
They may also offer them drugs or alcohol.

Girls as Recruiters: 
Girls may be forced to recruit other girls.  Recruiters may 
also take a share of earnings from girls they have 
recruited.  In essence they move up in chain to get off the 
streets

Boyfriends:
Traffickers pose as boyfriends and seduce girls by buying 
them expensive gifts (money, tattoos, expensive clothing, 
cell phones etc).  They lead the victim to believe this is a 
true relationship.
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Seasoning VictimsSeasoning Victims
Removal from family and support 
structures – By transporting the 
victim to a new location where 
he/she knows no one 
Creating Chemical Dependencies –
Having the victim become addicted 
to drugs and/or alcohol 
Re-naming – Offering “nicknames”
or “alias” to erase former identity 
Sexual Exposure – Victim has sex 
with the trafficker and/or is exposed 
to Pornography
Sexual Assault – Rape or gang rape

Emotional abuse – Direct verbal 
insults, name-calling, threats, 
mind control & brainwashing. 
Physical Abuse – Victims may be 
beaten, whipped or slapped. 
Confinement/Isolation – Practices 
of confinement such as locking 
victims rooms,  closets, 
basements or other locations for 
long periods of time. 
Deprivation – Deprivation of food, 
water or normal needs
Document Confiscation – Of 
identification documents (ID, birth 
certificate, SS number) 



Control or Control or ““Pimp ControlPimp Control””

The items listed on the last slide are all part of this process. All 
of these factors can and are used by the trafficker to exercise 
control over the victim.
The following tactics are then used to reinforce the control.

•Fear abandonment by the trafficker (This is their only safety zone)
•Fear of Prosecution or a general fear of Law Enforcement
•Fear that no one will believe them or help them
•Fear of more physical or mental abuse
•Fear loss of drugs/alcohol
•Fear to return home
•Fear Embarrassment 
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Some examples…

Based on information from Domestic 
Sex Trafficking: The Criminal 
Operations of the American Pimp. 
Polaris Project. 2006

“Toledo Ohio –Older male trafficker for six months pulled alongside her in his car 
every morning as she walked to a school for gifted children. He bought the 12 year 
old small gifts and told her she was pretty. She finally agreed to a ride to school –
and she was trapped.” Shared Hope Report

I was 14 years old, and the way that pimp came at me at first, I didn’t even know 
he was a pimp. He came at me like a boyfriend. Yes an older boyfriend, but he 
cared about me……. 6 months later he told me “ Lets run away together. We can 
have a beautiful house and family.” And I did believe him . And we ran away, and 
then the story changed and I met the other girls in his stable. And I had to go out 
every night and work the streets – the alternative was being gang raped by a 
group of pimps while everyone watched.” Tina Frundt  - Minor Sex Trafficking 
Survivor
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Places where Sex Trafficking Places where Sex Trafficking 
may be occurring: may be occurring: 

 Adult Entertainment 
Establishments

 On the Roadside/Sidewalk
 Over the Internet
 Massage Parlors
 Escort Services
 Hotels/Motels
 Truck Stops
 Rest Areas
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FACTSFACTS……..
 Trafficking victims have been groomed to fear police and other 

first responders, hampering their ability to seek assistance.

 Due to repeated trauma trafficking victims endure, they may 
suffer from severe, lasting mental health issues, such as post 
traumatic stress disorder, anxiety, depression, and traumatic 
bonding with the perpetrator.

 Symptoms can include:
Sleeplessness Nightmares Panic Attacks
Physical Pain Dizziness Dissociation
Feeling Hopelessness Suicidal Thoughts
Hyper-Alertness Difficulty Concentrating



I AM A DENTAL 
HYGIENIST…….

WHAT DOES THIS HAVE TO 
DO WITH ME?

This is all very interesting, but again…….



HB 262 Safe Harbor LawHB 262 Safe Harbor Law

 This law was sponsored by Human Trafficking 
Commission member Representative Teresa 
Fedor (D-Toledo) and focuses on human 
trafficking and will increase the criminal 
penalties for traffickers and improve care for 
victims.  

 The bill requires regulatory boards to educate its 
licensees regarding the recognition and handling 
of trafficking victims. 



You Can make a Difference





JADA, May 2012JADA, May 2012

 In the May 2012 issue of the Journal of the 
American Dental Association (JADA), Michael G. 
O’Callaghan, DDS, wrote an in-depth article 
entitled, “Human Trafficking and the Dental 
Profession”.

 Below is the link to the website where the article is available as 
a free pdf download or one can read it on-line.  JADA prefers it's 
distribution that way as they can track their readership better.
 http://www.thepermanentejournal.org/issues/2012/spring/4

546-human-trafficking.html 



What does this have to do with you?What does this have to do with you?

 Dental Professionals are on the front lines with 
respect to encountering and identifying potential 
victims who need and seek dental treatment. As a 
result, dental professionals can be instrumental in 
combating human trafficking by becoming informed 
and by maintaining vigilance in their practices.

 Dental Professionals may treat victims in their offices 
for a trauma emergency or for pain relief.  This places 
you in a position to help victims attain freedom.



Ethically and LegallyEthically and Legally

The role of a dental professional includes a 
concern and responsibility for the patient’s welfare, 
which transcends merely diagnosing and treating 
diseases of the oral cavity.



Identifying Suspected Trafficking VictimsIdentifying Suspected Trafficking Victims

Health care providers may be the first to identify 
and assist trafficking victims.

Possible Identifiers:
 Patient is accompanied by a person who exhibits 

controlling behavior, insists on staying with the patient.  
Person may pose as family, friend, employer or parent.

 Patient speaks little English.
 Patient does not have appropriate identification, or 

identification is in the possession of someone else.



Identifying Suspected Trafficking VictimsIdentifying Suspected Trafficking Victims

 Possible Identifiers:
 Patient seems unusually fearful or submissive, doesn’t 

make eye contact.
 Patient appears to be malnourished.
 Patient demonstrates high levels of anxiety.
 Patient shows signs of neglect or abuse.
 Patient claims to be an adult but appears underage.
 Inappropriately dressed.
 Patient has lack of knowledge of where they are.



What now?What now?

 The dental team should be prepared.
 The patient will NOT see themselves as a victim.
 Consider the trauma and emotional effects as a result 

of the situation. 

 If the victim is a minor, the law requires you to report 
any possible incident of abuse and neglect.



What now?What now?
 Keep in mind, trafficking victims have complex psychosocial 

and physical challenges that affect how they perceive and 
respond to a given situation.

 Victims are manipulated into fearing authority figures as they 
fear they will be arrested, etc.

 Most victims have been lied to and abused so often that they 
are reluctant to trust anyone.

 Victims fear retaliation by the trafficker.
 Victims are involved in personal relationships with their 

traffickers.
 Victims have been groomed by the trafficker to lie or tell a 

fabricated story.



What you can do: What you can do: 
Patient/Victim Interaction:Patient/Victim Interaction:

 If you suspect the patient is a trafficking victim, try to interview
the patient one on one. 

 State to the suspect trafficker that office policy requires privacy
during the patient’s examination.

 Establish rapport
 Maintain a calm and compassionate demeanor
 If the patient is female and you are male, ask a female staff member to 

remain in the examination room



What you can do: What you can do: 
Patient/Victim Interaction:Patient/Victim Interaction:

 Talking to potential victims  (con’t):

 The victim will likely be hesitant to provide information.  Do not 
interrogate, however, ask questions that may confirm your suspicions, 
such as:  Where do you live? Where do you work/what hours?  Are you 
free to quit your job and seek new employment?  Have you ever been 
forced to do work you did not want to do? Have you been 
threatened/mistreated by an employer?

 If you believe the patient is a victim, explain you are there to help, and 
laws are in place to protect the victim, not punish them.

 Be honest about the circumstances or situation.



Patient/Victim ResponsePatient/Victim Response

 Be cognizant of “Stockholm Syndrome”, where victims become 
emotionally attached to their perpetrators.

 If an adult victim refuses assistance, you can give them the 
numbers to call, 24/7.  If the adult patient refuses all forms of 
help, this poses a dilemma for you.

 There is no duty to report adult human trafficking, and there is 
the doctor/patient confidentiality laws that may prohibit you 
from assisting as you might like.



Issues to consider:Issues to consider:

 Victims are likely to lie or use rehearsed stories.
 May be behaviorally dependent on traffickers.
 Cultural or religious backgrounds may deter 

victims from telling the full story.
 Victims may not want family members to know 

about their situation.
 Victims may exhibit empathy for traffickers.



What else you can do:What else you can do:
 If you believe the patient is a trafficking victim, you can call

Ohio’s Human Trafficking hotline at 1-855-BCI-OHIO (224-6446). 
BCI and law enforcement are receiving extensive training to 
address these cases.

 You can also call the National Human Trafficking Resource 
Center (NHTCR) at 1-888-373-7888. Ideally have the patient talk 
to an NHTRC representative.  

 Refer this information to any suspected adult trafficking victim
who declines your assistance.



What else you can do:What else you can do:

 Tips, Reports and Suspicious Activities can be 
reported by calling the Ohio State Highway 
Patrol’s 24 Hour Critical Information and 
Communication Center at:

#677



Raise Public AwarenessRaise Public Awareness
How many people do 
you encounter in your 
office in a day, a week, 
a month?

Put a poster in your 
office lobby.  
•The Governor’s Office is in 
the process of creating a 
state-wide public awareness 
campaign.  Materials will be 
available soon.



Support OrganizationsSupport OrganizationsSupport Organizations
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For more Information:For more Information:
 www.polarisproject.org/ (National)

 www.ohioattorneygeneral.gov/HumanTrafficking.aspx/?from=nav

 http://www.salvationarmyusa.org/trafficking

 http://ode.ohio.gov/GD/Templates/Pages/ODE/ODEDetail.aspx?Page=3&To
picRelationID=431&Content=131005

 http://www.acf.hhs.gov/trafficking/ (posters available here)

 http://www.fbi.gov/about-us/investigate/civilrights/human_trafficking



QUESTIONS?QUESTIONS?


